
Collage and Composition in Abstract Painting 

The inclusion of collaged elements into abstract work can bring an exciting and 

interesting energy.  How do you find out if collage is a way for you to work?  

This session is geared towards helping you explore some of the ways that we can 

use collage in abstract art. Alongside looking at techniques we will also be using 

collage as a way to look at composition.   

Some questions for this exploration: 

How might you use collage in your work?  

What types of materials are you interested in using? 

What kinds of compositions do you like?  

Preparation 

Gather together collage materials. Examples are newsprint, magazines, other 

printed materials.   

Give your wooden panels two good coats of gesso in time for the session on 

Monday.  

Collaging Papers 

Using cheap drawing paper, begin by creating lots of interesting collaging papers 

to use. Use half a sheet of A4 paper for each and cover the whole surface of the 

paper with the pattern or design. You can draw or paint patterns using brushes, 

rollers, squeegies.  Use objects to stamp or print. You can use deli or baking 

parchment to make simple prints. If you have stencils you can make use of these. 

Make your papers in a wide variety of colours and with patterns and marks of 

varying sizes.  You could also use ink and paint of varying consistencies. Anything 

goes! 
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Composition 

Here some ideas and formats for composition.  

Landscape:  a horizon line is a strong indicator of a landscape format in a piece 

of art.  

Thirds: the division of the page into three sections. They may or may not be 

equal in size.  

Cruciform: The “cross” can be situated in various locations on the page.  

Golden Square: the interest could be all within the square, or all outside   of 

the square. 
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Practice Studies: 

Practice Study Choose one of the composition formats and create an abstract 

collage. You can use as much or as little collage as you want and include paint, 

ink and other materials alongside.  

 

Preparing Wooden Panels: 

Collage different papers onto the surface of your wooden panels. You can use 

what papers and fabric you wish. The aim is to create an interesting surface to 

paint over.  Once your paper is well and truly dry give it another coat of white 

gesso.  

 

You will be using these next week as we begin our larger paintings and begin 

to bring what we have learnt so far.  

Study 2: Using another painted substrate from earlier, use shape and line to  

create another small study. 
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